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Comparison between the role of discontinuities in cardiac conduction
and in a one-dimensional hardware model
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In real electrophysiological experiments, irregularities in the extracellular excitation spread are believed to
depend on cardiac tissue microstructure. An electronic hardware model was developed to analyze this depen-
dence by placing some inhomogeneities~slow propagation areas! in the medium. The position of such inho-
mogeneities is correlated with abnormal delays and irregularities measured in signal propagation.
@S1063-651X~99!10505-1#

PACS number~s!: 87.90.1y, 07.50.Ek, 84.30.2r, 05.45.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Discrete and continuous nonlinear models have b
widely used as standard models to simulate the excita
spread in many different systems in nature; i.e., transfor
tion and transport processes in living cells, tissues, neu
networks, physiological systems and ecosystems, as we
in all forms of chemical and biochemical reactions and co
bustion systems@1–6#. This technique has been applied
describe the normal and abnormal excitation spread in
heart and some phenomena of arrhythmias like reentry
fibrillation @7,8#.

The mechanisms of normal as well as abnormal cond
tion in the heart can be seen from different levels of scali
At a large scale~mm! normal cardiac tissue behaves like
continuous anisotropic active medium~syncytium!. How-
ever, in the cellular and subcellular range,,120 mm, we
know that the tissue consists of a discretely coupled netw
of excitable units~cells! with cylinderlike geometry. The in-
dividual cells are connected electrically by conductive po
called gap junctions@9–12#. Gap junctions are not equall
distributed at the cell surface@13#. At some sites, this cou
pling can be diminished by a lower density of gap junctio
or a complete loss of intercellular coupling can be found
the space between cells is invaded by connective tissu
microvessels. Some heterogeneity in microstructure is
present in normal tissue but in case of microfibrosis it
substantially increased. Microfibrosis is a microstructu
disease, which can be found in hypertrophy, in zones
healed infarctions and in aging hearts.

During in vitro experiments, cardiac tissue is surround
by a solution of electrolytes~Tyrode’s solution! that repro-
duces the extracellular fluid and has a specific conducti
of 19.2 mS/cm. In this way an electrical discretely coup
active medium~tissue! is interfaced to a continuous passiv
medium~volume conductor!. Local excitation processes a
sociated with cellular inward currents generate electr

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electr
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fields in the volume conductor which can be measured
extracellularpotentialsFe . By means of sensors with mul
tiple electrodes placed in the volume conductor, the distri
tion of potentials during the excitation spread can be
corded. During the activation process~depolarization! the
typical extracellular signal shows a smooth biphasic wa
form. However, electrograms recorded at the surface of
diac tissue often look slightly or severely distorted~fraction-
ated electrograms!. Such fractionated electrogramshave
been measured at sites of local conduction disturbanc
conduction block@14–16#. The question arises if these ir
regularities reflect discontinuous conduction due to mic
structural discontinuities of the tissue and spatially comp
pathways of the propagating wave induced by these dis
bances. During thein vitro experiment, the detailed topolog
of the coupling network within the tissue under study can
be determined. Since these sites of uncoupling are not kn
a priori, fractionated electrograms with multiple deflectio
are difficult to interpret.

Since the beginning of this decade, the use of nonlin
circuits has constituted a powerful tool for studying diver
phenomena related to wave propagation in active media@17–
23#. In particular, arrays of such circuits provide an ele
tronic model well suited for simulation of processes of c
diac conduction, since one can control both the elements
the connections among them.

In our experiments, an electronic simulator~a one-
dimensional array of nonlinear electronic circuits! @24,25#
was built with two different types of connections amon
electronic units, a one-to-one purely diffusive~resistive! cou-
pling between consecutive circuits and a global coupling
shunting every circuit of the chain via a passive volume c
ductor. This setup allows one to control the degree of c
pling between neighboring circuits at specific sites and
study how signals in the volume conductor as well as in
excitable array are affected by this procedure.

The aim of this paper is~1! to describe, by this electronic
simulator, the basic mechanisms of propagation disturban
induced by local discontinuities of coupling in the activ
discrete medium and~2! to compare these findings with re
sults fromin vitro experiments showing fractionated electr
ic
5962 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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grams which may be produced by the microscopic obsta
in the cardiac tissue.

II. METHODS

A. Electrophysiological experiments

Isolated cardiac strands, with cablelike geometry~papil-
lary muscle! removed from the hearts of guinea pigs a
placed in a tissue bath and superfused with oxygenated
rode’s solution (@mM / l# NaCl 132.1, KCl 5.4, CaCl2 2.5,
MgCl2 1.15, NaHCO3 24, NaH2PO4 0.42 andD-glucose 5.6,
pH 7.35! at 36.5 °C. The preparation was stimulated at
surface by an unipolar electrode with electrically isolat
constant current pulses of 1 ms duration and twice
threshold strength.

Extracellular signals were recorded with transparent
crominiature electrode arrays, which could be positioned
curately at given sites and distances related to the surfac
the preparation by means of a custom designed 3D micro
nipulator. The distance between the recording array and
surface of the preparation was kept at 20 to 50mm on one
hand, in order to be as close as possible to the local cur
source of the tissue and on the other hand, to prevent
poxia effects induced by obliteration of the flow of superf
sate. Due to the lack of any attachment procedure and du
the fact that during the phase of activation under study c
traction has not started yet, motion artifacts were negligib
The sensor array contained 25 electrodes of two-dimensi
arrangements according to the type of the array. Intere
trode spacing was 50mm ~center to center!. This is less than
the average length of a cell and covers the range of the
pected size of recurrent microstructural discontinuities of
tissue. Data were acquired with a 24-channel transient
corder ~Krentz TR6400! at 200 kHz sampling rate and 1
bits vertical resolution each channel. Data then were tra
ferred to a UNIX based computer~SUN IPX! running a cus-
tom designed database for electrophysiological experime
A detailed description of the recording technique is given
@26#. The sketch of this setup is depicted in Fig. 1.

Longitudinal propagation~LP! parallel to the fiber axis is
expected to be faster than transverse~TP! to its axis@27,28#.
This macroscopic effect of anisotropy of conduction refle
the influence of the average density of gap junctions, wh
is lower side by side than at the front ends of the cylindri
shaped cells. At a microscopic size scale, not only the a
age density of junctions, but also the spatial distribut
might become important. Due to fewer side to side coupl
of cells we expect to find increased discontinuities in pro
gation during TP. In experiments we induced LP and TP
changing the site of the stimulus and keeping the record
sites constant~Fig. 1!. From the depolarization signalFe ,
which lasts a couple of milliseconds, some authors@29# have
shown that the negative peak of its first time derivativ
dFe /dt, can be used as a specific time marker to determ
the local activation time~LAT !. At sites of multiple deflec-
tions ofdFe /dt, multiple LATs were computed. The spati
course of LAT, local conduction velocity and amplitude
dFe /dt was evaluated in order to describe the dynami
electrical patterns of continuous and discontinuous excita
spread.
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B. Electronic simulator

The electronic model~1D array of electronic circuits! has
been chosen to mimic and interpret some propagation p
nomena previously found in real cardiac tissue. A 1D ch
of electronic circuits is connected via a network of res
tances together. This network is interfaced to a 2D like v
ume conductor~see Fig. 2!. In this way, our model is a
quasi-2D model of excitation spread, which represents
behavior of discretely coupled excitable units interfaced t
passive and continuous volume conductor, rather than to
produce the biophysical behavior of the tissue.

The electronic simulator~Fig. 2! consists of a linear array
of 30 Chua circuits embedded in a continuous and pas
volume conductor. A Chua’s circuit is a nonlinear circu
@24,25#, which works in an excitable state with the set
parameters shown in Table I. Initially, all these circuits we
adjusted to have the same initial stable state within the
erances allowed commercially. Two different connectio
among circuits were considered; namely, an internal~resis-
tive! one-to-one coupling and an external~global! coupling.

Every circuit in the array was connected to its near
neighbors by resistancesRint54.7 kV to form a one-
dimensional cable@21#. These resistances were replaced a
specific site~between circuits 21 and 23! by resistors,Ra , to
decrease the coupling between circuits and produce prop
tion failure @30,31#.

The external coupling was achieved by connecting ev
circuit in the array~nodesA1 . . . A30) to an external passive
medium ~nodes C1 . . . C30) by resistancesRe51 kV as
shown in Fig. 2. The external medium was formed by
Plexiglas container 52 cm long, 45 cm wide and 1 cm de

FIG. 1. ~a! Sectional view of the experimental setup forin vitro
studies. The sensor as well as amplifiers are carried out for
channels. The cablelike tissue~papillary muscle! was mounted in
the bath filled with conductive fluid~Tyrode’s solution!. A pointlike
stimulus was set at specific sites of the preparation to induc
propagating wave of excitation.~b! Top view of the experimenta
procedure. The position of the electrode array with matrixlike el
trode arrangements was kept constant. The direction longitud
~LP! and transverse~TP! to the fiber axis was obtained by changin
the stimulus site.
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which was filled up with distilled water~conductivity
3mS/cm). The distance between two consecutive circuit o
puts connected to the bath was 0.9 cm, except between
cuits 21–23, where it was 1.8 cm. The terminal of circuit
was isolated from the volume conductor to enhance the
fect of that abnormal site on wave propagation. The value
Ra andRe corresponding to the abnormal coupling site~ACS
from now on! are summarized in Table II. Their commerci
tolerance was 1%.

The effect of this ACS on the spread of excitation can
measured at internal nodesA1 . . . A30 or at external nodes
E1 . . . E30 embedded into the conductive volume and plac
0.9 cm far from connection pointsC1 . . . C30. To produce
an excitation wave spreading in this medium, a pulse w
delivered at the first circuit of the array by a wave for
generator~Hewlett-Packard 33120A! with a constant ampli-
tude of 3.5 V and a pulse width of 20ms. Circuits were
sampled with a digital oscilloscope~Hewlett-Packard 54601!
with a sampling rate of 4 MHz and 8 bits A/D resolutio

FIG. 2. Electronic experimental setup. The excitable medium
formed by an array of electronic units~Chuas circuits, 1, 2, 3, . . . !
which are coupled one to one by resistors (Rint1 , Rint2 , Rint3 . . . ).
Velocity of excitation spread is controlled by this coupling. Loc
change or even block of propagation can be induced by setting
coupling resistors of a specific circuit~22! to high valuesRa . The
signals of the individual circuit outputs~measured at nodesAi) are
led to connector terminalsCi via resistors (Rei) and interfaced to
the passive volume conductor. This yields a spatial distribution
currents flowing from an individual terminalCi to the other termi-
nals, . . .Ci 21 , Ci 11 , Ci 12 . . . similar to the ‘‘local current
mechanisms’’ postulated by physiologists in propagating bios
nals. Signals within the volume conductor (Ve) can be measured a
positionsEi which reflect a fixed distance from the current outpu
(Ci) and specific sites along the axis of propagation~index I of the
circuits!. An electrical stimulus pulse was applied at nodeAi .

TABLE I. Set of parameters corresponding to each Chua’s
cuit in the array.

Parameters Tolerances~%! Nonlinear components

C151 nF 5 G153.8131023 V21

C25100 nF 5 G253.7031023 V21

L510 mH 10 G0524.5631023 V21

R5270 V 1
t-
ir-

f-
of

e
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Data were acquired by this oscilloscope and stored in a
sonal computer.

Our particular choice of circuitry has a series of adva
tages and limitations. Most of the models of excitati
spread@32# consider intracellular axial resistance, and me
brane properties, but neglect the resistance formed by ex
cellular volume conductor~which is assumed to be shortcu
ted!. In contrast, our model deals specifically with th
distribution of local current in the volume conductor, whic
is also applied in reality. On the other hand, the existence
Re between nodesC andA allows one to measure the loca
current flowing into volume conductor without changing t
conductivity of the bath, sinceRe51 kV is much smaller
than the liquid resistance,R'300 kV. Nevertheless, our
electronic model has some important limitations, for e
ample, we have considered a common ground for all circu
To reproduce the nature of cardiac tissue, it would be nec
sary to build a separate ground as well as a power supply
each circuit, which is far beyond our technical availabilitie
In summary, the hardware model does not pretend to re
duce the complexity of a real system as cardiac tissue, it o
mimics some of its conduction properties at a microsco
level.

III. RESULTS

A. In vitro experiments

Wave forms of normal extracellular depolarization sign
Fe are biphasic and smooth in shape@see Fig. 3~a!#. Ampli-
tudes~peak to peak! of between 2 and 50 mV can be ex
pected depending on the species, on the type of prepara
and on the distance between the electrode array and the
face of the tissue. The duration of the signal is hard to

s

he

f

-

FIG. 3. ~a! Typical extracellular depolarization signals (Fe) of
longitudinal propagation~solid line! and transverse propagatio
~dashed line!, recorded close to the surface of the tissue. The c
responding derivatives (dFe /dt) are depicted in~b!. The distance
of the recording array to the surface was usually kept to
250 mm. Values in amplitude ofFe and of dFe /dt at a given
distance can vary from preparation to preparation.

-

TABLE II. Resistive values at the ACS.

Array position Ra (kV) Re (kV)

21-22 10.0 1
22 No connection

22-23 1.0 1
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termine because of the slow initial and ending phase, but
time span between the maximum and the minimum of
signal Fe gives a good measure for the duration of the d
polarization process. This value is in the range of 1 ms
less. The derivativedFe /dt of the extracellular signalFe is
triphasic @Fig. 3~b!# with a large negative peak deflectio
dFe /dtpeak of typically 20–80 V/s during LP. This type o
electrogram allows the determination of a distinct value
time by taking the instant of the negative peak derivative
LAT.

Electrograms arising from excitation spread transvers
the fiber axis~TP! differ in shape and amplitude@Fig. 3~a!,
dashed line#. Amplitudes decrease substantially, the shape
wave form appears distorted and the duration of the depo
ization process was increased~by a factor of 2 and larger!.
The altered shape ofdFe /dt @Fig. 3~b!# enhances the char
acter of fractionation and illustrates that multiple, at le
two, processes of local depolarization take place during

Isochrone maps obtained from 2003200 mm2 of tissue
during LP@Fig. 4~a!# indicate quite uniform propagation wit
an average velocity of 0.49 m/s. In contrast to this, TP at
same recording site resulted in substantial irregularities
wave fronts@Fig. 4~b!# and large changes of local conductio
velocities~1:10!. Average conduction velocity was estimate
with 0.2 m/s. In order to follow the spatio-temporal relatio
ship of dFe /dt in normal electrograms@Fig. 4~d!#, we re-
corded five extracellular signals at interelectrode distance
50 microns@signals from site 1 to 5, row C of the array; se
Fig. 1~b!#. The waterfall plot of these five signals indicat
continuous conduction without any irregularities in shape
dFe /dt or in delay between neighboring recordings. Valu
of dFe /dtpeak were between 63 and 67 V/s.

During TP of the cardiac impulse~recordings taken a
electrodesA to E from the second column of the array! the
spatio-temporal relationship ofdFe /dt became quite com
plex @Fig. 4~d!#. In summary, we found several piecewi
propagating events~indicated by a plausible delay of signa
from neighboring recording sites! which ended in electro-
tonic behavior. Electrotonic means that the signal is
propagating in the excitable medium. In the volume cond
tor delays of those signals taken at different sites are ne
gible and their amplitude decreases with distance to the
nal source. From the electrograms showing multi
deflections, three piecewise propagating waves could be
tected@marked in Fig. 4~d! with encircled numbers 1, 2 an
3#. Wave 1, which enters from siteE, seems to stop inD.
This is indicated by the same LAT~4.88 ms! and by the
decreasing amplitude at siteC. At B and A, this signal dis-
appears. Wave 2, is represented in all signals (E2A) but is
propagating only betweenD and B. Wave 3 seems to star
propagation inA.

B. Electronic simulator

Figure 5~a! shows the external signal with~thicker line!
and without ~thinner line! abnormal sites measured atE23
~see Fig. 2! . The first time derivative of that external sign
dVe /dt is shown in Fig. 5~b!. Note that the external signal a
ACS is more complex. From now on, we will use both t
depolarization wave~first part of the biphasic activation pro
cess! and its first time derivative to determine the LAT.
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The internal depolarization signal (Vi) and its first time
derivative (dVi /dt) around the region of abnormal propag
tion ~from circuits 17 to 27! are shown in Fig. 6~a! and 6~b!.
The shape and amplitude of every signal and its deriva
are independent of the distance to the ACS. Only small
ferences were observed~less than 5%) in signal amplitud
due to commercial tolerance of components in each in
vidual Chua’s circuit. In Fig. 6~a! internal signal (Vi) of
consecutive recording points~circuits 17 to 21 and 23 to 27!
are depicted. Equal delays corresponding to a constant
duction velocity of 0.14 circuits/ms are observed for circuits
far from ACS. Note that the delay between two neighbori
circuits was 7.0ms but, the delay between circuits 21 and
was 25.2 ms instead of expected 14.0ms, which indicates
an additional delay generated by the ACS. The same be
ior can be observed in Fig. 6~b! regarding the first time de
rivative (dVi /dt).

The external depolarization signal (Ve) and its first time
derivative (dVe /dt) around the ACS are shown in Figs. 7~a!

FIG. 4. ~a! Isochrone map of propagation longitudinal to th
fiber axis~LP!. The isochrone interval is 50ms. The total area of
recording is 2003200 mm; the shaded area indicates the subse
recordings taken for signal analysis of LP.~b! Isochrone map of
propagation transverse to fiber axis~TP! taken at same site as in~a!.
The isochrone interval is 100ms. The shaded area indicates th
subset of recordings taken for signal analysis of TP.~c! dFe /dt
during LP taken from five neighboring recording sites@electrodes 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5 from row C of the array; see shaded area in~a!#,
separated by 50mm. The local activation time~ms! of each record-
ing site is quoted in rectangular symbols. Its spatiotemporal cou
is marked by a dashed line. Vertical tick mark intervals correspo
to 25 V/s.~d! Complex signals of transverse propagation.dFe /dt
from five neighboring sites@electrodesE, D, C, B, andA of column
2 of the array; see shaded area in~b!#, separated by 50mm. The
course of the 3 major waves of activation~marked with encircled
numbers 1, 2, and 3!, is indicated by dashed lines. The correspon
ing activation times~ms! are quoted in rectangular symbols plac
on the signal. Vertical tick mark intervals correspond to 10 V/s.
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5966 PRE 59M. deCASTROet al.
and 7~b!. Signal shape and amplitude depended strongly
the measuring point. Nevertheless, as in previous case, a
stant conduction velocity~0.14 circuits/ms) as well as an
exceptional delay (26.4ms) between circuits 21 and 2
were observed. The irregularities in the shape of the exte

FIG. 5. ~a! External signal measured at the volume conduc
with ~thick line! and without~thin line! ACS. ~b! First time deriva-
tive of external signal measured at the volume conductor with~thick
line! and without~thin line! ACS. Note how the wave form~the
signal and its first derivative! is more complex with the ACS.

FIG. 6. ~a! Depolarization part of the internal signal for circui
near the ACS.~b! First time derivative of depolarization part o
internal signal for circuits near the ACS. In this case, the wa
shape remains unaltered and only a sudden increase of the
between consecutive circuits~from 7.0 ms to 25.2 ms) is ob-
served.
n
on-

al
wave form for circuits near the ACS are due to the contrib
tion from the sources of the rest of the circuits in the array
particular, two peaks can be clearly observed for circu
close to the ACS. The main peak corresponds to the lo
depolarization process, the secondary one to the contribu
of the rest of the circuits. This secondary peak was o
clearly visible for circuits near the ACS due to the delay
signal propagation induced byRa . For circuits far from the
ACS, the secondary peak was not observed because the
distance to the signal source. Secondary peak appearanc
easily be correlated with the presence of the ACS by look
at Ve anddVe /dt of circuits 21 and 23. Circuit 21 shows th
secondary peak after the main peak and circuit 23 pres
the secondary peak before the main one. In Fig. 7~b!, the
minimum of the secondary peakdVe

21/dt ~the first circuit
before the ACS! occurs with the same LAT ofdVe

23/dt ~the
first circuit after the ACS!. Note that only the main peak i
propagating through the medium.

The correlation between the LAT corresponding to int
nal and external measurements was determined by diffe
methods~see Appendix! as shown in Fig. 8. In spite of al
methods providing a similar fitting with similar accuracy, th
first derivative method has proven to be the most suita
when describing LAT near ACS.

IV. DISCUSSION

Fractionated electrograms of epicardial recordings w
associated with disturbances in conduction due to anatom

r

e
lay

FIG. 7. ~a! Depolarization part of external signal for circuit
near the ACS.~b! First time derivative of depolarization part o
external signal for circuits near the ACS. As in the internal sign
an increase in the delay between consecutive circuits~from 7.0 ms
to 26.4 ms) is observed. In addition, the external signal is cons
erably distorted near the ACS, due to the contribution of differ
circuits, which arrives at the measuring point with different dela
thoughout the volume conductor.
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obstacles and/or effects of the microstructure of the tis
@14,33–35#. There is little experimental work based on th
hypothesis because the requirements on measuring sys
exceeded by far the performance of available mapping
tems concerning resolution in time and space. We rece
developed a cardiac micromapping system which allows
to study epicardiac signals with subcellular resoluti
(20 mm/5 ms) @26#.

By means of this system we can record potentials in
volume conductor surrounding the cardiac tissue with
spatio-temporal resolution unknown up to now. Howev
excitation spread within the tissue cannot be measured
rectly in microscopic details by this system.

From histological studies we know data about size, c
tours, and complexity of cardiac cells and their connectio
in average@9–11,13#, but during the electrophysiological ex
periment no microstructural information about the tissue
der examination is available. Superficial obstacles like sm
vessels (100mm diameter! sometimes can be detected wi
a microscope and effects of such intermediate sized dis
tinuities on extracellular electrograms have been publis
recently@36#. Coupling structures between cells or groups
cells in vitro are not visible optically but their effect could b
demonstrated by changing the direction of the excitat
spread due to the anisotropy of coupling structures.

From computer simulations with 1D models of excitati
spread relating to the continuous cable theory we know ab
border effects at the ends of thecable@29#. The shape of the
signal at both ends of the cable changes substantially c
pared to signals of the middle. Similar changes can be
pected at sites where propagating waves collide.

We assume that in cardiac tissue groups of cells
strongly coupled, but are separated from other groups
cells by gradual or complete loss of electrical couplin
Therefore, we could expect piecewise continuous conduc
within strongly coupled areas interrupted by discontinuo
conduction processes at sites of uncoupling borders. It
comes clear that the complexity of such events in space
time can increase indefinitely, especially if the microstru
ture was altered by densely placed reduction in coup
structures~like connective tissue in aged hearts!. Uncoupling
effects are characterized by local delays of the depolariza
signal exceeding those expected for the average condu
velocity @37,38#.

FIG. 8. Correlation between the external and internal LAT m
sured using zero cross (1), minimum of the signal (L), and signal
first time derivative (h). The straight line with slope 0.995 and a
accuracy better than 99.9% was calculated using the third met
e
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The complexity ofdFe /dt makes it difficult to follow
each signal in space even from recordings from 2D electr
arrays. In order to elucidate the spatio-temporal relations
we looked at signals ofdFe /dt from linear subsets of elec
trodes of the 2D array oriented roughly parallel to the dire
tion of propagation. For uniform LP, we found that althou
local conduction increased towards electrode 5, no ab
changes in direction or local velocity could be observ
@Figs. 4~a! and 4~c!#. It should be noted that the electrod
array was not placed exactly at the main axis of LP and
be oriented accurately parallel to the fiber axis of the tiss
These circumstances might account for the continuous
crease of local conduction velocity. In contrast to this,
case of discontinuous conduction of TP it was difficult
identify the individual deflections and their spatio-tempo
relationship. As can be seen in the isochrone map 1 in
4~b!, substantial irregularities of wave fronts undergoe su
stantial changes of local conduction velocities~10:1!. Within
the area under study~shaded!, there was no substantia
change in direction. From this, we can conclude that
spatio-temporal behavior of signalsE2A is based rather on
mechanisms like shown in our quasi-2D model than on
or even 3D effects. In double deflections, an alternating
fect of the dominant amplitudes could be seen followi
neighboring electrograms recorded along the average d
tion of propagation direction. Wave 1 represented by
signal 1 in Fig. 4~b!, seems to stop at recording siteD, where
propagation changes to a new carrier wave 2 transporting
cardiac impulse toB. BetweenB andA a third wave arises.
In the vicinity of such a site of discontinuity, two process
can be observed:~1! two deflections ofdFe /dt separated by
a local delay appear and~2! one signal undergoes the sto
ping process and changes to electrotonic behavior~i.e., de-
creasing amplitude with distance and no change of LA!,
while the other one starts to propagate with increasing a
plitude. The simplified quasi-2D-hardware model gives
insight to which mechanisms induce such effects.

It should be clearly stated that the model does not refl
the biophysical features of real tissue. Signal shape is dif
ent due to the different nature of both media~an array of
electronic circuits is a three-variable medium with an exc
able fixed point! whose dynamics is much simpler tha
membrane dynamics. Furthermore, cardiac tissue work
2D ~or even 3D! and our hardware model describes the si
plest coupling to show effects of local uncoupling in 1D
Even, if similar effects of discontinuities can be observed
heart tissue, the real situation is much more complex. F
tionation in most cases consists not of two separate eve
but of multiple events, which could also have different dire
tions of propagation in 2D or even 3D. Realization of su
structures by electronic circuits is far beyond current tech
cal availabilities~it would be necessary to build up at lea

-

d.

TABLE III. Linear correlation between the internal and extern
LAT evaluated by different methods.

Method b R2 dm (ms)

Zero cross 0.995 0.99 23.00
Minimum 0.980 0.98 29.21
First derivative minimum 0.995 0.99 2.67
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400 elements with consequent problems in the numbe
measuring channels and sampling rate in data acquis
system!. Therefore, a future task would be to slow dow
circuit dynamics in order to apply available low-cost mul
channel recording systems.

Nevertheless, both thein vitro experiments and the hard
ware model share a discretely coupled nature interfaced
continuous volume conductor. The hardware model allo
one to control the coupling at any site by changing the val
of coupling resistances, which cannot be achieved in h
tissue. In addition, signals can be measured simultaneo
both in active and passive medium.

In summary, the electronic model allows one to cont
the dynamics of each circuit and the connections am
them. This permits one to correlate the internal and exte
signal, which cannot be easily achieved in cardiac exp
ments. Thus this model provides an explanation of the fr
tionated electrocardiograms obtained in transverse prop
tion.
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APPENDIX

A crucial point in the reconstruction of propagation is
chrones is the method to determine the LAT. At sites wh
signals are distorted, there is a substantial difference in
sults of LAT between measurements from the active a
from the passive medium depending on the method. Time
zero crossing, time of the signal minimum and time of t
minimum of the signal first derivatives were used. Wh
correlating the external and internal LAT, all methods pr
vided a linear dependence with a slope close to one.
minimum of the first derivative method resulted in the be
fit and in the smallest deviation from the fitted line as su
marized in Table III, where dm5maxi51 . . . 30$Yext

i 2a
2bXint

i % is the largest deviation of a single pair of LAT from
the fitted straight line.Yext

i andXint
i represent the external an

the internal LAT at circuiti, respectively. It must be take
into account that the time delay between two neighbor
circuits is 7.0 ms.
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